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ABSTRACT 

 
Land Reforms in India under congress rule stopped with abolition of Zamindari and Inam 

abolition. Hardly 1.15% of cultivable land redistributed. But softer option of distributing waste 

lands and grazing lands, 7.69% of cultivable area. Communist China redistributed 43% of 

cultivable land, capitalsit Taiwan 37%,Japan 33% and South Korea 32%. 

--Cultivable area stagnating at around 165 mn.hecs but  no. of cultivators is last 25 years (1971-

’96) rose by 65% to 115.6 mn. With each missed round of land reforms, share of cake getting 

smaller. 

--Poor for survival push  into forest lands,1.5mnhecs of forest lands being lost every year.Over 

50% of reserved forest no coverat all. Hardly 11% of land  under forests. Need to resolve this 

conflict  by distributing 35 mn.hecs.of degraded forests under Community Forest Management to 

local poor. 

-Increasing intensity of agriculture is another route to absorb more people . But potential for 

extending irrigated area only about 10%. 

-With 80% holdings below 5 acres and another 12% below 10 acres cultivating 60% of cultivable 

area, the reality of small farms and their being more efficient needs to be accepted. Landless want 

land, those with land want water, those with land and water want prices. Situation being further 

exasperated by fluctuating weather and WTO policies, at times suicides by farmers. Land reforms 

programmes  must be understood in this wider context. 

--Need to organise agricultural workers for land reforms, wages and employment separately from 

farmers for remunerative price and sustainable agricultural practices. Both need to reinforce each 

other. 

  Case of Andhra Pradesh: 

   --Historic Telangana  armed struggle 1946-48, 10 lakh acres distributed in 3000 villages. Severe 

repression by Nehru gov’t. Over 4000 killed,several tortured and jailed. Abolition of Jagirdari and 

protection of tenants 1950 legislation but weak implementation. 
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--Agitations by left, especially naxalite movement.Brutal suppression followed by land reform 

legislation in 1973, watered down through share for each major son, weak 

implementation,Supreme Court decision rejecting unregistered sales not implemented.     

--cycle of gross inequalities- peoples’ movements occupying lands-state repression- 

legislation-weak implementation- peoples’ movements 

--Peace Talks with Maoists (2004) – Land reforms main agenda- no proper figures- promised 

Commission and land reforms : 3.23 lakh acres distributed by new Congress gov’t.(2005) 

legitimising land in occupation by poor and distributing  undisputed gov’t.lands. 

--40% of assigned lands of 50 lakh acres not in hands of poor.Need to restore 19 lakh acres to 

poor. 

--Much of 3.72 lakh temple lands and 1.45 lakh Waqf board lands under encroachment  by 

bigwigs . Need to give directly to actual tillers,local poor on lease.  

--No figures on displacement of tribals by non-tribals in agency areas,9000 tribal majority 

villages excluded from agency area, new irrigation and development projects threatening 

displacement (Polavaram etc.)   

--Bhoodan lands 1.10 lakh acres yet to be distributed. 

--False claims  on Zamindari and Inam lands in various courts along with ceiling surplus and 

assigned lands for years pending disposal,Govt.could give undertaking and distribute to poor. 

--1.50 lakh acres distributed by Peoples’ War and other parties  to poor, police preventing  

cultivation, erstwhile owners afraid of reprisals by Maoists etc.- land lying fallow. 

--Altogether nearly 40 lakh acres under existing laws to be redistributed along with  80 lakh acres 

of degraded forests for protection and regeneration. 

--New elite of land lord-contractor (civil and liquor)-political leader of dominant or middle caste 

controlling the countryside with mafia gangs . 

New Agenda of Reforms:  All mass organisations interested in land reforms to Demand 

1.Right to information, for all land records to be made accessible to public,village map on 

panchayat wall ,peoples’ organisations to fight for these rights and bring out comprehensive 

reports on land for redistribution/restoration to poor as per exisitng laws. 

2.Titles for lands in possessionof poor for generations,either in forests or out side . 

3. Distribution of degraded forest lands to poor for protection of forests. 

4.All public lands,assigned lands /ceiling surplus lands in litigation distributed to poor in public 

interest promising to pay compensation to the petitioners if they win final appeal in courts. 

5.All cultivable lands of temples, Waqf boards  and other religious institutions should be given to 

actual tillers of the soil and other local poor on lease. 
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6.Demand Comprehensive survey of all lands with modern tools  and make the report public. 

7.All mass organisations  interested in land reforms should come together especially at village/ 
block/district level for survey and occupation of lands by  the poor. 
 

*********** 
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“There is  a tide in the affairs of men 
Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune, 

Ommitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows and miseries.” 

 
(Shakespeare) 

 
That perhaps aptly summarises our affair with land reforms. Soon after independence, 
there was such a tide.But our rulers decided to stop with abolition of Zamindari, Jagirdari 
estates and Inams. This did help the tenants and middle farmer castes to gain ground. The 
situation varied from state to state (as Land reforms was in the state list), but across the 
country, the landless poor got little during the first tide soon after independence. 
 
The sixties were a  decade of turbulence, when people lost faith in the system and the 
Congress party, leading to the rise of  militant movements of the right and left which 
were either co-opted or brutally suppressed. A spate of land reform legislations followed 
in the early seventies. Very little of ceiling surplus land was acquired from the big land 
owners and hardly 1.15% of cultivable area was distributed as ceiling surplus land (see 
Table –I).But  a significant 34.5 mn.acres of government waste land (including Bhoodan 
land and ownership rights to tenants in some states) forming 7.69% of the cultivable area 
was distributed in this period to the poor. But we were still way behind the Asian 
countries which caried out land reforms in the late forties and early fifties. In Communist 
China 43% of cultivable land was  redistributed, in capitalist Taiwan 37%, in Japan 33% 
and in South Korea 32%.(1) 
 
By mid-eighties, the steam had run out of the land reforms exercise and by early nineties 
the tide had turned. We have come full circle now with the very meaning of the word 
‘reform’ acquiring  the opposite sense of what it meant till the seventies! 
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The mantra of Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation (LPG) initiated by 
Dr.Manmohan Singh and his colleagues in the Congress party in the early nineties, 
supported  full steam by the NDA alliance which followed, received a rebuff from the 
electorate in 2004. This forced the  new ruling alliance to have a second look at Land 
Reforms and Employment Gurantee for thepoor, although the very same people who, 
started the new ‘reform’ process are back at the helm. 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 

• Paper presented at the 20th Dr.Ramanatham Memorial Meeting  on ‘Land, 
Agrarian Struggles and Democratic Rights’,organised by P.U.D.R.,New Delhi, 3rd 
Sept.,2005; opinions  expressed in the article are those of  the author and not the 
organisation 

•  
Table :I 

 Land Distribution: Performance of Different States -1996-97 
States /Uts Total 

Geographical 
Area (in Sq. 

Km) 

Total 
Cultivable 
Area (in 
Acres) 

Total Area 
Distributed 
(in Acres) 

% of 
Cultivated 

Area 

Ceiling 
Surplus Area 
Distributed 
(in Acres) 

% of 
Cultivated 

Area 

Andhra Pradesh  275045 39476640 5726880 14.51 571880 1.45 

Assam  78438 8007920 4244878 53.00 479878 5.99 

Bihar 173877 27778480 2222217 8.00 303217 1.09 

Gujarat 196024 30533760 4147999 13.58 133999 0.43 

Haryana 44212 9424000 180259 1.91 87259 0.93 

Himachal Pradesh 55673 2055920 21340 1.04 3340  

Jammu& Kashmir 222236 2596560 450000 17.33 450000 17.33 

Karnataka 191791 31977120 5334147 16.68 117147 0.37 

Kerala 38863 6175200 1979283 32.05 64283 1.04 

Madhya Pradesh 443446 56521680 524313 0.93 185313 0.33 

Maharastra 307713 52117200 6281870 12.05 554870 1.06 

Manipur 22327 406720 33682 8.28 1682 0.41 

Orissa 155707 20080560 1517298 7.56 154298 0.77 

Punjab 50362 10661520 265487 2.49 103487 0.97 

Rajasthan 342239 63683920 781174 1.23 452174 0.71 

Tamil Nadu 130058 20812160 1143369 5.49 162369 0.78 

Tripura 10486 773760 133599 17.27 1599 0.21 

Uttar Pradesh 2944111 51827040 3250501 6.27 390501 0.75 

West Bengal 88752 14711360 1397293 9.50 965293 6.56 

D & N Haveli 401 59520 101851  6851 11.51 

Delhi 1483 178560 30394 17.02 394 0.22 

Pondicherry 482 84320 1022 1.21 1022 1.21 
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Total  2901880 449943920 39768856 8.84 5190856 1.15 

 

# Total Area Distributeed = Celling Surplus Land Distributed + Government Waste Land 

Distributed + Bhoodan Land Distributed + Area accrued for Ownership rights to Tenants. 

Source : Derived from Annual Report 1996-97, Government of India Ministry of Rural 

Areas and Employment.,and Land Reforms Unit, LBSNAA, Mussorie. 

A close look at the state of operational holdings and cultivable area in the hands of 
different categories of farmers and the number of landless poor will give us an idea of the 
problem at hand. Table II-A shows us that the extent of cultivable area in the country has 
more or less remained the same over the last thirty years, around 165 mn.hecs. But the 
number of cultivators has gone up from 70mn to over 115 mn! That is an increase  of 
65%. This is beside the figure of  totally landless agricultural workers who vary from 10 
to 30% depending on the region. According to the NSS 48th Round (1992) 34% of rural 
households are landless. As per the UNDP report (2003)based on purchasing power 
parity, 44% of our population is below the poverty line…which would mean that roughly 
60 mn. households are in need of land. 
 

TABLE: II A- Operational Holdings: All India : Number of Holdings (‘000 

numbers) 
         

Category of 

farmers 

1970-71 1976-77 1980-81 1985-86 1990-91 1995-96 

Marginal 35680 44520 50120 56150 62110 71179 

Small 13430 14730 16070 17920 19970 21643 

Semi-

medium 

10680 11670 12450 13250 13910 14261 

Medium 7930 8210 8070 7920 7630 7092 

Large 2770 2440 2170 1920 1670 1404 

All Groups 70490 81570 88880 97160 105290 115580 

 

 

TABLE: IIA- Operational Holdings: All India : Area Operated (‘000 hectares) 
         

Category of 

farmers 

1970-71 1976-77 1980-81 1985-86 1990-91 1995-96 

Marginal 14550 17510 19730 22040 24620 28121 
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Small 19280 20900 23170 25710 28710 30722 

Semi-

medium 

30000 32430 34650 36670 38350 38953 

Medium 48230 49630 48540 47140 45050 41398 

Large 50060 42870 37710 33000 28890 24163 

All Groups 162120 163340 163800 164560 165600 163357 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE: II B- Number of Holdings: All India : As % of total 
              

Category of 

farmers 

1970-71 1976-77 1980-81 1985-86 1990-91 1995-96 

Marginal 50.62 54.58 56.39 57.79 58.99 61.58 

Small 19.05 18.06 18.08 18.44 18.97 18.73 

Semi-

medium 

15,15 14.31 14.01 13.64 13.21 12.34 

Medium 11.25 10.06 9.08 8.15 7.25 6.14 

Large 3.93 2.99 2.44 1.98 1.59 1.21 

All Groups 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

       

 

TABLE:II B- Operational Holdings: All India :Area Operated – as % of total 
Category of 

farmers 

1970-71 1976-77 1980-81 1985-86 1990-91 1995-96 

Marginal 8.97 10.72 12.05 13.39 14.87 17.21 

Small 11.89 12.80 14.15 15.62 17.34 18.81 

Semi-

medium 

18.50 19.85 21.15 22.28 23.16 23.85 

Medium 29.75 30.38 29.63 28.65 27.20 25.34 

Large 30.88 26.25 23.02 20.05 17.45 14.79 

All Groups 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Key: Marginal: 0-1 hec.,Small: 1-2 hec.,Semi-medium:2-4 hec.,Medium:4-10 hec.,Large: 

10 & above Hecs. 

Source: Agriculture, Centre For Monitoring Indian Economy,Feb.2004,page:2 to 5. 

 

 
What is evident from the above figures is that the share of the cake is getting smaller as 
we miss each round of land reforms. Those owning more than 10 hectares (25 acres) have 
been reduced  to half the number  in twenty five years from 1971 to 1996 while the area 
operated by them has come down sharply from 31% of cultivable  area to hardly 15%.  
Limits to irrigation: 
One way of accommodating more people is increasing the intensity of agricultural 
operations. This is possible with increased irrigation. To day nearly 40% of cultivable 
area is irrigated, much of it by unsustainable ground water mining (59%). Interlinking of 
rivers is highly controversial and fraught with many environmental and  displacement 
risks apart from the economics. At best another  10% of cultivable area could be brought 
under irrigation. 
 
Small farms –Our Reality: 
With a ceiling of five acres of double crop wet land or ten acres of dry land, it should still 
be possible  to accommodate all the landless families (see Annexure-1). But the question 
is whether this kind of simple arithmetic will really solve the problem. Do the economies 
of scale permit parcelling of land into miniscule sizes of an acre or even less? After 
decades of collective farming the Chinese (and the Soviets) have dismantled their 
collective farms and gone back to the small farm model. Several studies in our own 
country have confirmed the greater efficiency of small – scale farming. A fact 
acknowledged by even the World Bank(2). Table II-B shows us that 80% of land 
holdings in the country are  of  five acres and below .And those owning between 5 and 10 
acres form another 12%. Together they cultivate 60% of the cultivated area in thecountry. 
As the trend shows this figure is likely to increase further with every passing year.    
 
Land Reforms: A win-win situation: 
Even half an acre of wet land or two acres of dry land (if the rain gods relent) will go a 
long way in fulfilling  the basic survival needs of  a family whose members could then 
branch off into other skilled activities allied to agriculture or otherwise with a little help 
from the government.It could put increasing purchasing power in the hands of the poor 
which would in turn increase the demand for various consmer goods and services, reduce 
the burden on subsidised food (as the poor grow enough food to feed themselves) thus 
laying the foundations of a sturdy economy and all round boost to production. Socially, it 
would imply empowerment of the marginalised  dalit and tribal communties vis-à-vis  the 
upper  and middle castes. Politically, the ruling party or combination of parties will heap 
a rich dividend (Indira Gandhi among dalits in A.P. and Karnataka, Left Front in 
W.Bengal, Sheikh Abdullah in J & K). 
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Forests : Conservation or cultivation? 
To increase the cake, another ‘soft’ option has been to clear forest  lands. 1.5 mn.hecs of 
forest cover is being lost every year in India. Although 23% of our land area is supposed 
to be under reserved forests hardly 11% is under actual tree cover! This has resulted in 
large scale soil erosion, landslides and most crucially depletion of water resources (both 
surface and ground water).Large tracts of land are under cultivation of poor tribals and 
others on the fringes of (or within ) reserved forests without titles for several decades. 
The problem therefore is how to reconcile these two conflicting interests of the need to 
preserve our forests and provide livelihood for the millions of poor tribal and other rural 
poor cultivating forest lands. Out of the 69mn.hecs of supposedly reserved forest lands 
atleast 35mn hecs is badly  degraded and  in need of restoration. Such lands can be given 
to the local poor communities living in or on the fringes of such lands under the 
Community Forest Management scheme, so that they have a right to enjoy the 
fruits/produce for protecting and developing the forest cover. This would also mean a 
thorough overhauling of the entire exercise and the forest departments to plug the 
deficiencies of the present World Bank aided scheme. 
 
Tribal lands: Encroachment  & Displacement: 
Tribal people face another serious problem of losing their lands to non-tribal people 
inspite of several laws to protect them. Besides, developmental projects such as dams, 
mining etc. have invariably resulted in eviction of tribals from their lands, pushing them 
either deeper into the forests or pauperising  them into permanent refugees.   
 
Another  angle that has to be borne in mind, while discussing land reforms is that those 
who are landless want land. Those who have land  want water.Those who have land 
and water want a remunerative price for their produce! The agrarian crisis in India is 
quite  complex . The issue of land reforms are invariably intertwined with the issues of 
sustainability,equity and control over  natural resources aptly summed up in the phrase 
“Jal,Jangal ,Jameen”. 
  
Crisis of Agriculture Sector:  
Ours is and  will be a country of small holding farmers in the near future even without 
government sponsored land reforms (due to increasing population  and lack of adequate 
opportunities in other sectors).Lack of remunerative prices, need and desire for larger 
cash incomes compel the small and marginal farmers in the country to go in for 
commercial crops. Indiscriminate sinking of borewells, heavy borrowings at high interest, 
fluctuating weather and prices accentuated by the policies of LPG and WTO have 
combined to result in a severe agrarian crisis forcing many of the distressed farmers to 
commit suicides which are continuing with unfailing regularity especially in the last five 
years. There is thus an urgent need for farmers to organise themselves not only to fight 
for just and assured prices and irrigation facilties but more importantly for sustainable 
agricultural practices. 
 
The Need of the Hour: 
There is a tendency, especially among left intellectuals to blame everything  on the newly 
discovered enemy of LPG-WTO-World Bank policies. While these may have 
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accentuated the crisis, the unwillingness of the elites to solve the basic agrarian 
contradictions and the failure of the left forces to press the issue of land reforms 
adequately  is  the heart of the matter.. The crux of the issue facing us is : 
a) to ensure that all cultivators have enough land for their survival (through land 
reforms) and 
 b) to ensure that the two acre dry land (rainfed ) farmer or the 1 acre wet farmer is 
able to have a reasonably decent standard of living.    
 
Need for separate but reinforcing movements of Farmers and AgriculturalWorkers: 
The movements for land  and the movements of farmers for sustainable livelihoods  
through farming are distinct yet essential parts of the struggle for agrarian transformation 
in the country. The struggle for land is of landless agricultural workers and marginal 
farmers, predominantly belonging to the dalit and backward communites and the 
adivasis.The leadership of such movements and struggles  must be in the hands of people 
from these communties. On the other hand, the backward and middle castes  form the 
bulk of the small and marginal farmer category.The leadership of these movements  will 
therefore be invariably in the hands of people belonging to these communities. There is 
therefore a need for a separate organisation/movement of the agricultural workers for 
land distinct from the movement of the farmers to prevent the domination of issues and 
communities of the latter over the former. Yet it is a crying need of the times, with the 
liberalisation of imports under W.T.O., likely to take place soon, that the struggles of the 
landless for land and of farmers for remunerative prices and survival work hand-in-
hand.Unfortunately, the struggles for jal,jungle,jamin and prices are being waged 
paralelly often in isolation (and at times even in confrontation).Inability to appreciate 
these wider issues will lead our struggles no where.And we seem to miss the tide again 
and again at great expense and suffering to millions of our people. 
 
 

The case of Andhra Pradesh : 

 

The story of land reforms in Andhra Pradesh unfolds with the greatTelanagana movement 

led by the Communist Party of India which reached its peak in 1946-48. Nearly ten lakh 

acres of land was distributed to the poor, taken from the zagirdars, deshmukhs and other 

landlords with a ceiling of 100 acres. Perturbed by the growing influence of the 

communists Nehru and Patel decided to retain the Indian army in the Telangana 

countryside to suppress the movement  soon after the “Police Action”against the  Nizam 

of Hyderabad unwilling to secede to India.Over 4000 people were killed, thousands  

jailed and tortured by the army and police of ‘free India’ in those two years. This was 

followed up by abolition of  jagirs in 1949 and enactment of  the Hyderabad Tenancy and 

agricultural lands act  in 1950 to prevent the eviction of tenants and granting of 
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ownership rights to the tenants(under sec38-E). Over 6 lakh tenants in possession of 75 

lakh acres  are claimed to have benefitted  from this legislation. However, with the brutal 

suppression of the communist movement many of the landlords returned, now as 

Congress leaders, with much land still in their control! 

 

 This was followed by the AP Ceiling on Agricultural Holding Act 1961 with a ceiling 

range of 27 acres (wet) to 324 acres (dry). 30 lakh acres were expected to be realised 

through the implementation of this legislation  but hardly 7400 acres was realised! The 

late sixties saw the emergence of the rise of the naxalite movement with one section of 

them advocating annihilation of class enemies. By 1971 the movement was brutally 

suppressed, with most of its leaders either shot dead or behind bars. The ruling Congress 

party  then brought in a fresh ceiling legislation in 1973 with a range of  10 acres to 64 

acres (6 classes of wet and  5 classesof dry land).  

. At the time of passing the legislation it was expected to yield 30 lakh acres of surplus 

land . But ultimately, 16 lakh acres was declared surplus. By declaring a share for each 

major son, with one stroke the surplus was reduce to 7.9 lakh acres of which 5.82 lakhs 

has been declared distributed with much of it yet to be given possession to the poor. 

Despite the Suprem Court judgement  in 1982 that unregistered (benami) sales / transfers 

cannot be recognised, reversing an earlier decision by the High Court, the authorities 

failed to implement the same. 1.5 lakh acres of declared ceiling surplus land is still 

caught in litigation even  after 25 years .It may be of interest to note that the Chief 

Minister who piloted the legislation  was P.V.Narasimha Rao . Though he initiated the 

land reform legislation, he continued to be in possession of nearly 600acres till he 

became the Prime Minister some twenty years later. He let go of the land only when  the 

Peoples’ War party activists planted red flags on his lands! Many landlords either sold 

away the surplus land  declared to third parties (who are often themselves very poor) and 

moved to the cities or in some cases are still in possession and enjoyment. 

  

The history of land reforms in Andhra Pradesh is thus following a typical pattern: 

extreme inequality giving rise to militant peasant movements,led by the left parties, 

attempting to occupy lands, resulting in ruthless suppression of the movement by the 
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government in power followed by enactment of legislation, weak or poor implementation 

of legislation aided by the judiciary granting indiscrimnate ‘stay’s and inordinate delays 

in deciding the issues, the police ever eager to maintain law and order at the behest of the 

local political elite supported by the state leaders, intimidate, torture and file false cases 

against the leaders of the movements or eliminate them in false ‘encounters’. Violence on 

part of the movement invites state terror several times over.With the inequalities of land  

relations continuing another round of agitation/movement picks up in ten- twenty years to 

follow the same cycle….. 

 

The latest round: 

With the advent of the LPG era in the early nineties ‘land reforms’ took a back seat. In 

fact, many states were even seriously contemplating amending the ceiling act (or doing 

away with it completely). The electoral reverses of 2004  have brought back ‘land 

reforms’ on to the agenda once more in the state especially due to the insistence of the 

Maoist party in its  peace talks with the Government. During the talks it was clear that 

neither side had any proper figures. The Government insisted that all land that could be 

distributed had been given to the poor and there was hardly  some 38,000 acres left. It 

was pointed out to the government that the last comprehensive land survey, which used to 

be conducted by the British rulers every 30 years, was done some 50 to 80 years ago 

depending on the region of the state. The Maoist party demanded constitution of a Land 

Commission to assess the availability of land for redistribution to the poor and also 

suggest necessary reform measures to implement the scheme. They began planting red 

flags in some lands which compelled the Gov’t .to promise action and requested them to 

restrain themselves. The Government however appointed a Committee instead of a 

Commission and ignored the names suggested by the Maoists to be its members. It has 

also distributed title deeds  to the landless poor who were in possession of lands without 

title deeds or given them lands  which were not in dispute. So far, in two rounds of such 

distribution amidst much fanfare (on 26th Jan.,2005 and 21st August ,2005) 3.23 lakh 

acres have been distributed in this manner, sanctioning  financial aid  of over Rs240 

crores (of part grant and part loan) to the poor to  develop these lands. The Government 

has promised a third round  of distribution.  
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 How much land is really available for redistribution to the poor?  

Govt. figures reveal that most of the land that could be distributed has already been 

distributed and that there is hardly any left. In fact the Telugu Desam Govt. seriously 

contemplated winding up the revenue department and having only development officers 

who could  also take care of the remaining revenue issues. 

 

 

 

Assigned Lands: 

 Unlike other states, in A.P. especially during the 1970s Government land, 

constituting nearly 13% of cultivable land, of 42.4 lakh acres was distributed to 22.6 lakh 

poor apart from ceiling surplus land of 5.82 lakh acres to 5.26 lakh beneficiaries. Inother 

words, instead of acquiring and distributing land from the landlords and those in illegal 

possession, the government chose the easier /softer optionof distributing government 

waste lands and pastures. In this manner , as on 30-09-2004, 48.23 lakh acres was 

distributed to 34.8 lakh poor at an average of 1.38 acres per family. But in reality much of 

this land is not in their possession.  

 

Surveys reveal that nearly 40% of the assigned lands i.e. around 19 lakh acres given in 

the name of the poor are not in their possession.Apart from wrongful assignment to better 

off farmers, one of the main reasons for alienation by the poor of lands assigned to them 

has been the lack of provision of water for irrigation. Rarely  have  the lands  with water 

source been alienated. Augmentation of surface and ground water irrigation for such 

lands by the Govt. through watershed development,afforestation,ground water mining, 

digging of farm ponds etc. would go a long way in both arresting alienation of such lands 

by the poor as well as boosting their purchasing power and standard of living . 

 

Temple and Waqf board Lands: 

Around 3.72 lakh acres are owned by  various temples and maths in the state according to 

the Endowments department. Waqf boards are supposed to be having  another 1.45 lakh 
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acres.  Nearly 80% of temple lands and 60% wakf lands are said to be encroached upon 

mostly by the well off.  These can be given directly to the poor on lease. The 

Government’s policy of selling/leasing to the poor tenants the land in their poossession 

and auctioning of the rest of the lands has lead to many scandals as rarely are the genuine, 

poor tenants tilling the soil registered as formal tenants. 

Tribal lands and agency areas: 

Tribal lands alienated or encroached upon by non-tribals are estimated to be several  lakh 

acres (there are no figures) despite several legislations since the British rule(1917, 

1959,1970,1978) declaring  many tribal populated areas as agency areas with special 

protection. Further,  many villages of majority tribal population in A.P. are found to be 

outside the agency area in several districts (around 9000 hamlets).Besides several large 

extents of government lands in agency areas have either been distributed to non-tribals or 

encroached upon by them through various means (lease,purchase, marriage,adoption). 

The situation is further complicated by some of the non-tribals also being poor. 

Bhoodan Lands: 

 2.42 lakh acres were acquired by the Bhoodan Yajna Board through voluntary donations 

under Acharya Vinoba Bhave’s  campaigns since1951 calling for voluntary donations of 

lands by land owners for distribution to the poor. 1.10 lakh acres of these lands as per 

their records are yet to be distributed even after 50 years!  Much of these lands are only 

notional and under encroachment or the descendents of the donors are unwilling to part.  

At times the Bhoodan Yajna Board personnel have not even bothered to verify the survey 

numbers of the lands donated. Some of these lands due to their proximity to urban areas  

have suddenly become valuable. Similar is the case with several assigned and temple 

lands attrating urban real estate mafias in league with politicians and bureaucrats, their 

actions often sanitized by the Judiciary and police. 

Zamindari, Inam Lands: 

Several thousand acres of erstwhile zamindari and Inam lands are stuck in settlement 

courts for decades;  many of them being bogus claimants under Sec. 11A of zamirdari 

abolition act and Sec. 7 of Inam Abolition Act.  No one has an idea of the extent of these 

lands.  It would be wiser for the govt.  to give an undertaking in the court that in case the 

govt. loses the case it would be prepared pay the market value of the lands to the claimant 
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and thus take over immediate  possession in public interest and distribute the same to the 

poor.  

Lands distributed by Peoples’ War and other ultra left parties: 

According to the A.P. Police, 1.50 lakh acres of lands distributed by naxal organisations 

are lying fallow in various parts of Telangana.  The landlords/owners dare not sell them 

to third parties for fear of naxal reprisals. 

 Thus in A.P. under the existing laws alone nearly 38 to 40 lakh acres have to be 

restored to the poor apart from distributing 80 lakh acres of degraded forests for 

protection and regeneration. 

 

 The reasons for the failure of land redistribution beyond Zamindari  abolition in 

1948 and Inam abolition in 1950 in India can be located in the rural base of most of the 

ruling combinations of political parties, which is among the peasantry, often divided on 

caste lines. The “cross – cutting alliances”  across caste, class, region and language have 

often tended to neutralise mobilisation of the  landless  poor on class lines. 

 

 While the old landlord elite has more or less disappeared or transformed itself into an 

urban elite or elite with urban interests (many of them have entered various professions 

including settling abroad), a new elite has emerged in rural India, which is land based 

( inherited or acquired), contractor – (Civil and/or liquor) based usually belonging 

to the dominat caste or an economically improving rising caste sustaining a mafia 

network extending over an electoral  constituency  or at least a few blocks of villages. It 

is this elite in collusion with a corrupt  or pliant bureaucracy and police establishment and 

a labyrinth judiciary which rules much of rural India. 

 

Building up mass movements demanding right to information and acting upon the 

information, after verification, and helping the poor enter such lands is the best way to 

ensure their possession and enjoyment of these lands. 

 

A New Agenda for Land reforms: 
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Learning from our history,of failures and sucesses, of gains and losses the 

challenge is to think creatively and evolve a programme of action that will be both 

meaningful and effective in this round of land reforms: 

1.Right to information: 

The land records in the villages are in a big mess. In many areas a comprehensive land 

survey was done some 70 odd years ago. Although land records are public documents 

they are rarely revealed to the public. The people have a right to know the extent of land 

in the village, the varieties of lands, in whose names the lands have been recorded, who is 

shown as the cultivator, what are the waste lands, grazing lands, village porombokes and 

lands reserved as forests etc. All this data can be computerised and put on line, including 

the Field measurement books(FMBs) with skecthes of the fields and the village map. Any 

one should be able to access them for the asking. A nominal fee for photostating cost 

could be recovered from those who want copies of the records. The records should also 

indicate any change in names of the owners / cultivators if any, yearwise. Old records 

should also be preserved to avoid tampering in the name of computerisation.  

Futher, the village map should be painted on the wall of the Panchayat office depicting 

the different types of lands in different colors and indicating the survey numbers of the 

various lands 

 

Peoples’ organisations will have to fight for this right to information by mobilising the 

rural poor. With the help of these records, enquiries must be carried out in the villages to 

verify the factual position. Data collected village wise must be collated and consolidated 

into a district level report and the district level reports consolidated into a state level 

status report which can also be presented to the Government to demand land 

redistribution. This whole exercise of verification of land records can be completed 

within a year’s time if all the mass organisations in the districts co-operate.. 

 

2 Titles to lands in possession of the poor: Due to their inability to pay bribes or due to 

some technical irregularity many lands in possession of the poor, being cultivated for 

generations are without title preventing them form availing credit facilties and other 

benfits. Where such lands happen to be part of reserve forests the Gov’t. could  surrender  
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other revenue lands in its possession to the forest dept.in lieu of these lands or alternately, 

the poor in possession of these lands could be  given a larger extent of degraded forest 

land near by to be protected and preserved by them as a condition for granting titles to the 

lands under their occupation and enjoyment. 

 

3.All degraded forest lands should be distributed to the local poor for regeneration of 

forests and enjoyment of the produce by  them.This requires a lot of homework on the 

part of the Gov’t., forest dept. as well as the mass organisations leading the people…for 

everyone to understand  that forests mean gainful employment for the poor, free 

availability of several natural resources like fodder, firewood and minor forest produce 

and boosting of water availability in the area. World Bank money is not required for such 

efforts. 

 

4. Government lands and assigned lands under litigation in various courts for years 

should be distributed forth with to the poor by giving the courts an undertaking that 

the same is being done under public interest and that the gov’t. is willing to pay the 

market value  to the claimants if in the final appeal the petitioners against the gov’t win 

the case. Suitable legislation may be passed  if necessary. 

5.Demand for a comprehensive survey  of all lands: 

 Land records in most states are in a big mess. With modern instruments such as 

GPS it has become tremendously cheap and quick to carry out a survey. This will avoid 

much litigation and mischief by the local revenue officials.This data should be made 

freely accessible to the people. 

 

6.At this historical juncture, with the left parties at the Centre in an influential position, it 

is necessary to bring all mass organisations interested in  distribution of land to the poor 

on one platform from the village to the state level to the extent possible on this single 

point agenda: of land to the tiller and make it a reality through a series of mass 

campaigns: seeking information ,educating, organising and occupying ;peacefully , 

truthfully and determinedly exercising our rights. 
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‘The fault is not in our stars but ourselves, that we are such underlings”   

 

IN MEMORY OF DR.RAMANATHAM 

And so many other civil rights activists 

Killed by police to teach naxals a lesson 

No arrests, no punishments 

Soon forgotten. 

 

ANNEXURE-1 

Land ceiling for Redistribution: 

With a Land ceiling of 5 acres for double crop wet land and 10 acres for dry land  

And assuming one third of the lands  to be irrigated (as per All India average) 

 

I.)Surplus land available from large farmers and medium farmers (i.e.4 hectares or 10 

acres and above): 

 as per Table I-A  

a)no.of large and medium  farmer holdings  is 1,404,000 +7092000 =8496000 

b)area operated by them=24163000 + 41398000 = 65561000 

hecsX2.471=162001231acres 

c)wet land operated by them =162001231/3= 54000411acres 

d)Assuming that 1/3rd of the holdings are of wet lands, no of  wet land holdings = 

8496000/3= 2832000  

d1)@5 acres per holding land permissible = 2832000X 5 = 14160000 or 14.16mn acres . 

e)Surplus wet lands available for distribution = c – d1 = 54000411 – 14160000 = 

39840411 acres = 39.84 mn acres. 

f) Total dry land available in large and medium farmer category =  b-c 

=162001231 –54000411 =108000820 acres = 108mn acres 

g)No. of dry land  owning large farmers = a –d = 8496000 – 2832000 =5664000 

h) Land permissible @ 10 acres per holding = g X 10 =56640000 hecs. 

i) surplus dry land available for distribution =  f – h = 108000820 -56640000 =51360820 

acres or 51.36 mn acres 
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j) Total land available for redistribution  from large farmers= e + i  

= 39.84 mn acres (wet) + 51.36mn acres (dry) 

k) No. of families  that can be given 1 acre of wet land each = 39.84 mn 

j) No. of families that can be given 2 acres of dry land each  =  51.36/2 = 25.68mn 

m) Total no. of landless poor families that can be accommodated = 39.84 + 25.68 = 65.52 

mn. 

n) Total population of India 1100 mn  @ 5 persons perfamily =  220 mn families 

0) If 40% are below poverty line, no. of families below poverty line =88mn 

p) If 75% of families below poverty line are in rural areas , no of poor families in rural 

areas = 75% of 88mn =  66mn 

It should thus be possible to give each of the 66mn households below poverty line living 

in rural India either one acre of wet land each or two acres of dry land provided the above 

assumptions are correct! 
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